


TRAVELER COLLECTION

Drawing inspiration from our team’s world 
travels, the Spring 2020 introduction from 
Brentano embodies the emboldened spirit of 
distant lands and the sense of adventure they 
evoke. Echoing Founder and Design Director, 
Iris Wang’s love for exploration, the 15 new 
introductions from the Traveler Collection are 
each informed by our design team’s 
interactions with talented artisans from across 
the globe. These erudite woven wonders 
feature a combination of unique and arresting 
designs, adding to Brentano’s renowned 
collection of fabrics, while continuing to 
highlight Brentano’s commitment to Beauty + 
Performance.



Bold, intricate and sophisticated, the sinuous lines of Olympia are contained by the larger-scale 
honeycomb pattern that defines this unique in-house design. Arresting from a distance, entrancing 
up-close, this 55″ width fabric is not only stunning but also strong and durable, with an abrasion 
resistance of 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck) and Brentano’s cross linked, Tri-sistant 
finish. Warm and rich, Olympia’s 7 colorways create a charismatic focal point in any interior space.

OLYMPIA



OLYMPIA
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Suited to the most sumptuous interiors, Chatoyance alludes to natural land forms and the movement 
of light across water in seven stunning colorways. An extremely fine cotton velvet (with an impressive 
abrasion resistance of 50,000 double rubs, Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), 54” Chatoyance undergoes an 
innovative, wet process where it’s gathered and sprayed with a random, yet repeatable, pattern of 
dyes. It’s a difficult technique from a reliable source. Named “cat’s eye” for the dramatic, fluid shifts of 
its marbled colors, the one-of-a-kind velvet works as well in small accents as in grand statement 
pieces.

CHATOYANCE
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CHATOYANCE



Capturing the feel of this famed Grecian city, Thebes embodies a tapestry of ribboning hues peeking 
through the fractured remains of weathered walls. Blending multi-colored yarns to spin a charming, 
but refined fabric, Thebes is available in 7 attractive, muted colorways, including dusty blues, cloudy 
grays and rich, natural greens. This 54” width upholstery fabric is further enhanced by its abrasion 
resistance of 50,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck) and can also be treated with Brentano’s 
Tri-sistant stain resistant finish, which extends its appeal for use in hospitality and commercial 
projects.

THEBES
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Expanding our ever-growing eco-friendly and bleach cleanable collection of fabrics, Hanoi captures 
the natural, tactile appeal of hand-made multi-colored rice paper. Artful and storied, this 54″ width 
abstract textile, created from post-consumer and post-industrial recycled yarns, is environmentally 
conscious and, when applied to eligible furniture items, can contribute to LEED certification. 
Featuring 8 neutral and scenic colorways such as Golden Harvest, After Rain and Lake, Hanoi is 
handsome and resilient, with a 100,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), Tri-sistant finish 
and an Acrylic backing.

HANOI



Expanding our ever-growing eco-friendly and bleach cleanable collection of fabrics, Hanoi captures 
the natural, tactile appeal of hand-made multi-colored rice paper. Artful and storied, this 54″ width 
abstract textile, created from post-consumer and post-industrial recycled yarns, is environmentally 
conscious and, when applied to eligible furniture items, can contribute to LEED certification. 
Featuring 8 neutral and scenic colorways such as Golden Harvest, After Rain and Lake, Hanoi is 
handsome and resilient, with a 100,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), Tri-sistant finish 
and an Acrylic backing.

FLANDERS
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Flowing, contemporary, chic and understated, Giza is a double-width (126″) FR drapery that captures 
the subtle, sandy tones of the Egyptian desert. Available in 3 soothing colorways, Arctic White, 
Golden Harvest, and White Rhino, this 100% Trevira CS Polyester brings a relaxed, but tailored, 
aesthetic to both indoor and outdoor projects. Giza passes NFPA 701, BS 5867 Type B and has an 
outstanding abrasion score exceeding 75,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), which also 
makes it a smart choice for upholstery projects. Being bacterial resistant and bleach cleanable 
means there are no limits to its potential applications.

GIZA



Lustrous metallic hues are emphasized by the textural, light to dark gradients of Dorado. The 
luminous contrast of entwining yarns of varying depth almost evoke the hidden routes traveled by 
explorers looking for the fabled lost city. The 54″ width dimensional, layered effect of Dorado’s 8 
jewel and neutral toned colorways are only elevated by its superior durability of 100,000 double rubs 
(Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck). Brentano’s Tri-sistant finish and an Acrylic backing. Ornate, sumptuous 
and artistic, Dorado would make a beautiful addition to any room.

DORADO
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DORADO



Featuring a light patination reminiscent of the weathered ruins of its ancient namesake, Petra is a 
new addition to the Brentano Studio Program. The sister fabric to Jordan, this 56″ width upholstery 
fabric offers impressive wear resistance, at 100,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), and an 
easy-clean finish with Brentano’s cross-linked Tri-sistant finish. Available in 11 colorways including 
Mercury Glass, Tide Pool and Blue Iguana, Petra’s lively and versatile palette is ideal for large 
projects seeking luxury at an affordable cost, while still maintaining Brentano’s ethos of Beauty + 
Performance.

PETRA



A warm and textural future classic, Jordan captures the 
beautifully weathered tones of one of the world’s most 
storied locales. A welcome addition to the Brentano Studio Program, it pulls inspiration from Jordan’s 
earthy hued slopes, rolling meadows and celestial sunsets. Sister fabric to Petra, Jordan features an 
intricate weave of light and dark yarns elaborately woven together creating a subtle, yet stunning 
color variation. This 56″ width textile comes in 14 attractive colorways, all with a Tri-sistant finish and 
an abrasion resistance of 100,000 Double Rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck). Jordan’s smart, yet 
casual appeal makes it suitable for hospitality and residential projects alike.

JORDAN



CHAISE: LUTRA
PILLOWS: JORDAN AND PETRA
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JORDAN AND PETRA



Capturing the alluring beauty of its renowned namesake gardens, Babylon is a lustrous, opulent, yet 
thoroughly modern taffeta. Suitable for both drapery and upholstery, Babylon’s 12 contemporary and 
refined colorways incorporate warm, muted neutrals and luxurious gem-like hues. This 53” width 
fabric has an abrasion resistance of 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), and, being 
made of 100% FR polyester, it passes NFPA 701 Test 1, BS 5867 Type B and BS 5852 Ignition 
sources 0 & 1. Timeless and elegant, Babylon is truly exquisite and has an optional addition of a Tri-
sistant finish for stain-resistant needs.

BABYLON
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BABYLON



Gracefully capturing the painterly beauty of falling water, Niagara is a fine, sheer drapery featuring 4 
colorways, from delicate sunset pinks to aqueous blues. Offering a soft, elegant presence to any 
interior project, this 120″ double-width, multi-directional textile can be used vertically to a maximum 
of 120″. Niagara is 100% Trevira CS Polyester, passes NFPA 701 Test 1 and BS 5867 Type B, 
making it suitable for residential, hospitality and commercial design. Modern and captivating, the 
rippling aesthetic of Niagara adds a sense of subtle dimension to any space.

NIAGARA



Supple, strong and handsome, the enormously versatile Himalaya is suitable for both indoor and 
outdoor use. Like its sister fabrics Andes and Pyrenees, Himalaya is a phenomenal anchor fabric 
suitable at home by the pool or in a high-use, high-end interior. Its 6 colorways embrace a useable, 
refreshing palette grounded in soft greys and muted blues. This 54″ width, IMO Wheelmark Certified 
fabric is made up of Solution-Dyed FR Polypropylene and FR Polyester, with an abrasion resistance 
of 75,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen) and it is bacterial resistant. For those requiring 
greater stain resistance, Brentano’s Tri-sistant finish can also be applied under our cut yardage finish 
program.

HIMALAYA



A gorgeously textured indoor/outdoor fabric, Pyrenees is a dapper and smart textile that works 
perfectly with its sister fabrics, Himalaya and Andes. A great choice for residential, hospitality or 
contract settings, Pyrenees comes in 5 highly useable colorways including Dove, Rock Pool and 
Charcoal. Made of 100% Solution-Dyed FR Polypropylene, this 54” width, bleach cleanable and 
bacterial resistant material withstands 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen), and achieves 
IMO Wheelmark Certification. For those requiring greater stain resistance, Brentano’s Tri-sistant 
finish can also be applied under our cut yardage finish program.

PYRENEES



Beautiful in its simplicity, this indoor/outdoor upholstery and panel fabric is now made even more 
appealing with the addition of 8 fresh new colorways, bringing Element up to 18 colorways in total. 
Approachable and perennially popular, Element continues to offer a wonderful hand and understated 
style that makes it suitable for almost any project, whether it be home, hospitality or healthcare. 
Extremely durable, with an abrasion score exceeding 70,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), 
Element is made of 100% Solution-Dyed FR Polypropylene. This 54” width, bleach cleanable and 
bacterial resistant fabric has no problem passing fire codes and even offers an IMO Wheelmark 
certification. For those requiring greater stain resistance, Brentano’s Tri-sistant finish can also be 
applied under our cut yardage finish program.

ELEMENT

8 New Colors



The understated flecks of color in Andes are reminiscent of the variegated terrain of the famous 
South American mountain range. Like its sister fabrics, Himalaya and Pyrenees, this subtly textured 
fabric is ideal for both indoor/outdoor upholstery and panel applications and its 9 colorways range 
from alpine neutrals to deep, coastal blues. The 54″ wide, Andes is made from 100% Solution-Dyed 
FR Polypropylene, passes all fire codes including ASTM E-84 (unadhered) and is IMO Wheelmark 
certified. With outstanding durability at 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen), this fabric is 
also bleach cleanable and bacterial resistant. Andes is an inviting option for everything from beach 
cabanas to snowy mountain resorts. For those requiring greater stain resistance, Brentano’s Tri-
sistant finish can also be applied under our cut yardage finish program.

ANDES
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ANDES OMELETTE,
HIMALAYA ROCK POOL (PILLOW)



Energetic and vibrant, Machu proudly shines as Brentano’s first foray into neon! This fun and 
reversible, fresh 58″ width fabric successfully takes on a resurging trend, and makes it completely 
applicable to today’s interiors. Machu comes in 4 fully saturated colorways, neon pink, orange, 
yellow, and green and pairs wonderfully with sister fabric, Picchu. This vivacious felt passes 85,000 
double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), ensuring it’s an electric, eclectic addition to any confidently 
designed space.

MACHU
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Bold, graphic and original, Picchu is the perfect partner for Machu. The 56” wide, dark grey felted 
background is patterned with a peppy 52” wide embroidered neon pattern that mirrors the palette 
found in Machu. With an abrasion score exceeding 75,000 double rubs for its embroidery and 
100,000 double rubs (both Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck) for its durable base cloth, Picchu makes a cool 
addition to any lively avant-garde interior. For those requiring greater stain resistance, Brentano’s Tri-
sistant finish can also be applied under our cut yardage finish program. Custom color embroidery is 
available through our custom projects department.

PICCHU


